3.9 ProQuest Dissertations & Theses

With more than 2 million entries, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (PQD&T) is the single, central, authoritative resource for information about doctoral dissertations and master's theses.

3.10 Westlaw International

Lawyers and legal professionals in more than 60 countries worldwide turn to Westlaw International for legal, news and business information every day.

3.11 Thai Theses Abstract

Provide Thai Theses Abstracts from more than 40 higher education institutions of Thailand.

4. Special Tool

4.1 WebFeat

Tool for Online searching One Click: for Multiple Resources

WebFeat is a research tool that allows you to search all of our Databases.

4.2 EndNote Web

Web-based research and writing tool

EndNote Web is a Web-based service designed to help you through the process of writing a research paper.

4.3 Turnitin

Trunitin’s comprehensive plagiarism prevention system lets you quickly and effectively check all of your student’s work.

(Instructor please contact library to get you’re an account.)

Access from OFF-Campus

1. Dial-up to the AU modem pool

This is the best option as you get access to all the library electronic resources as if you were on campus. When your modem connects to the AU modem dial-up service from off-campus, your computer logs into part of the University network. You can then access electronic resources without needing to enter any login details.

2. Use AU’s proxy

The AU’s proxy provides the library electronic resources from off campus access by set it on your Internet Explorer window. Please see Example how to set it up on your computer at;

http://library.au.edu/proxy/index.html

The St. Gabriel’s Library (Hua Mak Campus)
Contact: Mr. Suchart N.
Tel: (662) 3004543-62 Ext. 3402
E-Mail: SuchartNrn@au.edu

The Cathedral of Learning (Suvamabhumi Campus)
Contact: Ms. Piraporn K.
Tel: (662) 723-2050
E-Mail: PirapornKwk@au.edu
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The AU Library provides many databases including Electronic Books, Electronic Journals, and Online Databases as following;

1. E-Books

1.1 Thai University eBook Net more than 7,000 digital version of books.

1.2 Digital Library & Research Projects eContent more than 1,500 digital version of books.

2. E-Journals

2.1 Emerald Management Xtra

Access more than 85,000 full text articles, 230,000 reviews from the world's leading management journals, plus case studies, literature reviews, book reviews, conference information, interviews, and profiles.

2.2 SpringerLink

This database contains the full-text for articles published in Springer. The SpringerLink Online Journal collection includes more than 1,250 peer-reviewed journals. These collections cover various fields related to Biomedical & Life Science, Business & Economics, Chemistry & Material Science, Computer Science, Earth & Environmental Science, Engineering, Humanities, Social Science & Law, Mathematics, Medicine and Physics & Astronomy.

3. Online Databases

3.1 H.W.Wilson

It is a multidisciplinary database providing full text articles from general interest magazines back to 1994.

3.2 Bloomberg

Bloomberg Provides information for business and financial professionals with the world leading interactive tools and data on a single, all-inclusive platform. (Available on stand alone PC at the library)

3.3 ACM Digital Library

This database contains documents in various fields related to computing, including software, hardware, information science, computational theory, interaction and instructional technology.

3.4 Business Source Complete

This database is the world’s definitive scholarly business database, providing the leading collection of bibliographic and full text content. As part of the comprehensive coverage offered by this database, indexing and abstracts for the most important scholarly business journals back as far as 1886 are included. In addition to the searchable cited references provided for more than 1,200 journals.

3.5 CINAHL Plus with Full Text

This database is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing & allied health journals, providing full text for more than 750 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index – with no embargo.

3.6 IEEE/IET Electronic Library (IEL)

This database is a digital library providing full text access to the world’s highest quality technical literature in electrical engineering and computer science.

3.7 PsycARTICLES

PsycARTICLES contains searchable full-text articles from journal published by APA (American Psychological Association), EPF (the Educational Publishing Foundation)

* To search articles from this database you will need to set up AU Proxy on the web browser before click to its' Web link.

3.8 JSTOR

Business

The forty-seven titles in the Business Collection are drawn from Arts & Sciences I, II, and IV.

The collection brings together core titles in economics and finance, including many publications from the leading scholarly societies, with a range of critical research journals in accounting, labor relations, marketing, management, operations research, and risk assessment.

Business II

The Business II Collection will feature at least fifty titles, twenty-five of which will be drawn from Arts & Sciences IV and the Arts & Sciences Complement. We are especially pleased to broaden the number of core international business titles in this collection. Business II also includes a number of journals that explore the intersections between economics and law, policy, and psychology.

Arts & Sciences Collection

Provides core journals in languages and literature, as well as essential titles in the fields of music film studies, folklore, performing arts, religion, and the history & study of art and architecture.